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Abstract
Recent research has revealed the effects of orthography on the pronunciation of consonant durations in the L2 English of L1 Italian speakers (e.g. the [p] in floppy being pronounced as longer than in copy). In this paper we compared this orthographic effect with an orthography-independent effect of L1 phonology, namely VOT. We measured closure durations and VOT for plosives produced by 30 learners of L2 English in Italy, 30 Italian late bilingual speakers of L2 English living in the UK, and 30 native English speakers. While VOT values produced by late bilinguals differed significantly from those produced by learners, closure durations were similar across the two groups. Additionally, L1 Italian VOT values proved that late bilinguals adapted VOT in L2 English by a larger extent than learners. It appears that the effects of orthography on L2 consonant duration can be more resistant to naturalistic L2 exposure than orthography-independent effects of L1 phonology.
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Résumé
Des recherches récentes ont dévoilé les effets de l’orthographe sur la durée consonantique en anglais L2 de locuteurs natifs italiens (le [p] étant réalisé plus long pour floppy que pour copy). Nous avons comparé cet effet orthographique avec un effet de la phonologie de la L1 indépendant de l’orthographe, le Voice Onset Time (VOT). La tenue et le VOT d’oncissives dans des mots-cibles ont été mesurés chez 30 apprenants d’anglais L2 en Italie, 30 bilingues tardifs italiens résidant au Royaume Uni et 30 locuteurs natifs d’anglais. Si les valeurs de VOT produites par les bilingues se différencient de manière significative par rapport à celles des apprenants, les valeurs de tenue restent comparables dans les deux groupes. En outre, le taux d’adaptation du VOT en anglais L2 est plus important chez les bilingues tardifs que chez les apprenants. Cela prouve que les effets orthographiques sur la longueur consonantique peuvent être plus résistants à l’exposition de la L2 que les effets de la phonologie de la L1 indépendants de l’orthographe.

Mots clés : prononciation, orthographe, gémination, VOT.

1. Introduction
Several studies have investigated the effects of first language (L1) phonology on second language (L2) speech production. Only recently have researchers started investigating the effects of orthographic forms on L2 pronunciation. In this study, we investigate if L2 naturalistic exposure can have a different effect on an orthography-induced timing phenomenon (consonantal length) and on an orthography-independent one (Voice Onset Time).

1.1 Effects of orthography on L2 speech production
Adult learners often acquire second languages through a mix of written and oral input, and in some cases written input may even be predominant (Bassetti 2008). The written form of words is far less subject to variability than their oral form, thereby providing a firm anchor for learners. It has been shown that written input facilitates the learning of the phonological form of words in a novel language (Erdener & Burnham 2005) and the perceptual discrimination of L2 phonological contrasts (Escudero, Hayes-Harb & Mitterer 2008; Escudero & Wanrooij 2010).

It is therefore not surprising that orthographic forms can affect the way learners pronounce a second language. Spelling does not always have an effect (Simon, Cambless & Alves 2010), and can sometimes even lead to non-nativelike productions (Bassetti, Hayes-Harb & Escudero 2015). Previous research in this field has documented the effects of orthography on the L2 speech production of learners of a number of languages. For example, Zampini (1994) reported that L1 English speakers of L2 Spanish pronounced [b] or [v] in correspondence with letters <b> and <v> respectively, although [v] is not the native-like realization of <v> (<b>) and <v> in Spanish both represent the phoneme /b/, pronounced as...
[b] or [β] according to the phonological context). It appears that L1 English speakers pronounced [b] and [v] following the grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences of their L1. Another orthographic effect was revealed by Bassetti (2017), who found that L1 Italian speakers of L2 English produce longer consonants when they are spelled with double consonant letters (e.g., in *kitty* vs *city*), because double consonant letters represent long consonants in their L1 orthography. These findings suggest that orthography can lead L2 speakers to produce a phonological category which does not exist in the target language. The following section reports recent studies about the effect of orthography on consonantal length in L2 English.

### 1.2 Effects of orthography on consonantal length

Italian has a phonological opposition between geminate (long) consonants and singleton (short) consonants, as in *fato* ([ˈfato] ‘fate’) versus *fatto* ([ˈfatto] ‘fact’). Italian geminate consonants are about twice as long as their singleton counterparts (Esposito & Di Benedetto 1999). Gemination has a high functional load in Italian, where it occurs in word-internal (mainly intervocalic) position for 15 out of 23 Italian consonants (Bertinetto & Loporcaro 2005). Five other consonants are intrinsically geminate, i.e. they tend to be realized as long in all contexts that allow gemination. The opposition between singletons and geminates is systematically reflected in the orthography, with double consonant letters representing geminates and single consonant letters representing singletons. On the other hand, gemination is not a feature of English. Consonants may be realised as long as at the boundary between two morphemes that end and start with the same sound, such as *top pick* or *unnamed* (‘fake gemination’, Oh & Redford 2012), and in Southern Welsh English after a stressed vowel, as in *city* (Kaye, 2005), but these are not phonological geminates. Double consonant letters do not represent consonantal length (e.g. *manner*).

Bassetti (2017) reported that L1 Italian learners of L2 English tend to produce consonants as longer if they are represented with double consonant letters than when they are represented with single consonant letters (e.g. in *floppy* vs *copy*), although the magnitude of the effect is smaller than reported for their L1: consonants spelled with double consonant letters were on average 1.66 times as long as consonants spelled with single consonant letters. This effect was present both when learners saw the written form of the target words in a reading aloud task, and when they did not see the written form of the target words in a delayed word repetition task. Bassetti and colleagues (under review) showed that this can lead to the production of minimal pairs distinguished by a long or short consonant in L2 English (e.g. a long [n] in *Finnish* and a short [n] in *finish*), and is also present in phonological contexts were Italian phonotactic restrictions would not license it, such as in word-final position (e.g. *ad - add*). Moreover, the authors demonstrated that this contrast is produced not only by instructed learners, but also by Italian residents in the UK, suggesting that this orthographic effect has a certain resistance to prolonged naturalistic L2 exposure. Similar effects of spelling on consonantal length were found in L1 Japanese speakers of L2 English (Sokolović-Perović & *al.*, under review).

### 1.3 Effects of L1 on VOT production in L2

The effects of L1 on L2 speech production are well documented (Colantoni & *al.*, 2015), and, in particular, a number of researchers found effects of L1 on L2 Voice Onset Time (VOT). VOT is the interval of time between the release of a plosive and the start of vocal fold vibration. Lisker and Abramson (1964) first proposed VOT as an acoustic correlate of voicing distinctions across languages. When the periodic signal starts before the release of a plosive (‘voicing lead’) the VOT has a negative value, and vice versa when the periodic signal starts after the release (‘voicing lag’) the VOT has a positive value. Thus, voiced plosives generally have negative VOT values, voiceless unaspirated plosives have values around or slightly above 0 (short-lag VOT), and voiceless aspirated plosives have high positive values (long-lag VOT). Lisker and Abramson (1964) reported VOT values for a number of languages, showing for example that initial */p/, */t/, */k/* are realised with long-lag VOT in American English and short-lag VOT in Puerto Rican Spanish. Since then, VOT has been used in hundreds of studies, and compared across many languages (e.g. Cho & Ladefoged 1999). It has become an important measure of linguistic variation and has been shown to characterise the speech of dialectal, regional and social groups (among many, Ryalls & *al*. 1997; Silva 2006; Docherty & *al*. 2011; Oh 2011), pathological speech (Auzou & *al*. 2000), heritage speakers (Nagy 2015), and contact varieties (Vietti & *al*. 2018), and
has been used to investigate the perception patterns of new-borns (e.g. Eimas & al. 1971) and children (e.g. Aslin & al. 1981).

Research on VOT values in L2 speakers revealed that the L1 affects L2 VOT values in the L2 speech production of learners and consecutive bilinguals (Caramazza & al. 1973; Flege 1991; Flege & al. 1995; Splendido 2016), as well as simultaneous bilinguals (Kehoe & al. 2004; MacLeod & Steel-Gammon 2005; Kupisch & al. 2014). Looking in particular at Italian speakers of L2 English, Flege & al. (1995) reported that native Italian speakers of L2 English have different VOT values compared with native Canadian English speakers. Italian has short-lag VOT for voiceless plosives (Vagges & al., 1978, reported values for [p], [t], [k] of 12, 17, 50 ms respectively), whereas English has long-lag VOT (Lisker & Abramson, 1964:394, reported 58, 70, 80 ms for [p], [t], [k] respectively; Flege & al., 1995:15, reported 57, 78, 77 ms for Canadian speakers). Flege & al. (1995) found that, despite great variability, Italian L1 speakers of L2 English who had arrived in Canada before the age of 15 were more likely to produce native-like VOT values, while speakers who had arrived in Canada after the age of 15 tended to produce VOT values that were intermediate between L1 Italian values and L1 English values.

1.4 The present study

This study aimed at testing whether orthography-induced effects on L2 speech production are more resistant to naturalistic exposure than orthography-independent effects. It has been suggested that lengthy naturalistic exposure to a foreign language may result in more nativelike speech production (Trofimovich & Baker, 2006). However, this may not apply (or may apply to a lesser extent) to those features of L2 speech production that are caused by orthographic representations. The reason for this would be that such features are reinforced by continuous exposure to written representations, although they are not present in native spoken input. In other words, speakers with naturalistic exposure to the L2 are exposed to both written and oral input, and the effect of written input may prevail because of its immutable nature, as discussed above. Exposure to written input would have consequences for orthography-induced effects, such as consonant lengthening in Italian speakers of L2 English, but not for orthography-independent effects induced by phonological and phonetic patterns of the L1. The latter effects would only undergo the consequences of exposure to oral input. In order to investigate this question, we compared an orthography-induced timing phenomenon (consonant duration) and an orthography-independent one (VOT) in L2 speakers with and without naturalistic exposure. We selected consonant duration and VOT because there is consistent evidence in the literature that the former is affected by orthographic representations in L1 Italian speakers of L2 English (Bassetti 2017, Bassetti & al., under review), while the latter has long been used as an acoustic cue to foreign accent in English and other second languages (e.g. Flege & al., 1995). Crucially, gemination and VOT are both timing phenomena, which makes them more easily comparable from the acoustic and articulatory points of view. Although the two phenomena are obviously different (VOT reflects the relative timing of glottal and supraglottal events in plosive production, while gemination represents the relative timing of the onset and the release of the hold phase for a plosive), their comparison allows us to measure an orthography-induced phenomenon and an orthography-independent one that share the same underlying dimension – time. In order to minimise the effects of other variables, we measured closure duration and VOT in the same target consonant in the same word, for instance comparing the VOT and duration of [p] in propose and oppose. Furthermore, we measured closure duration and VOT in L2 speakers’ production of the corresponding Italian consonants in cognates, for instance [p] in Italian words propose and oppose. This provided a baseline measure of gemination and VOT in the participants’ L1, against which we measured their L2 production.

In order to investigate the effects of naturalistic exposure, we compared instructed learners, who had little or no experience of living abroad, and late bilinguals who had been living in an English-speaking country. If naturalistic exposure reduces both the effects of L1 VOT patterns and of orthography, bilinguals – who have been exposed to years of native spoken input – should have more native-like VOTs and consonant durations than instructed learners. If, however, orthographic effects are more resistant to naturalistic exposure than phonological effects, bilinguals should produce the same consonant with more native-like VOT values than learners, but should produce consonant durations comparable to those of learners. This may be because continuous exposure to written input would reinforce the
presence of orthographic effects in L2 English, interfering with the native spoken input where there are no differences in consonant duration.

2. Methodology

2.1 Participants

There were three groups (all \( n = 30 \)): Italian instructed learners of L2 English living in Italy, Italian late bilinguals living in the UK, and native English speakers. No participant reported visual, reading or language difficulties.

The learners group was composed of Italian instructed learners of L2 English living in Italy (age: \( M = 18 \) yrs, \( SD = 0.5 \); 18 were males). They were attending the fourth year in one of three high schools in Rome, where they studied English language and literature as a compulsory subject. Most of them had had little exposure to native speakers: their current English teachers were native Italian speakers, and 18 of them had never been to an English-speaking country; the median length of their stay in an English-speaking country for the other 12 participants was 1.4 months (range: 10-60 days). All but one reported considering a native-like pronunciation of English as very important or important. Participants were slightly keener on a British English than an American English pronunciation (on a 7-point scale where 7 = ‘very much’, \( M_{\text{British}} = 4.9, SD = 1.4, M_{\text{American}} = 4.6, SD = 1.2 \)), and they used British textbooks for grammar and civilization.

The bilingual group were instructed late bilinguals (L1 Italian, L2 English) living in the UK and recruited in London (age \( M = 32.5 \) yrs, \( SD = 7.3 \); 10 were males). Entry requirements for participants in this group were the following: (a) participants had to originally come from Central or Southern regions of Italy (excluding Sardinia), where gemination is well documented (Giordano & Savy 2012); (b) participants had lived in Italy at least until completion of their high school degree; (c) participants had been living in the UK for six years and seven months on average (range: 3-24 years). Before moving to the UK, they had studied English in Italy for a median of eight years (range: 3-13). Nineteen out of 24 respondents reported considering a native-like pronunciation as important or very important (six answers were missing). Participants of this group reported spending more time reading and listening to English than Italian (Reading: \( M_{\text{English}} = 15 \) hrs per week, range: 1-84, \( M_{\text{Italian}} = 5 \) hrs per week, range: 1-15; Listening: \( M_{\text{English}} = 14 \), range: 0-84, \( M_{\text{Italian}} = 4 \) hours, range: 0-50), but similar amounts of speaking in the two languages (\( M_{\text{English}} = 25 \), range: 5-70, \( M_{\text{Italian}} = 20 \), range: 2-80).

The native English group was composed of native speakers of British English (age: \( M = 30.8, SD = 13.5 \); 18 were males). They were undergraduate students or professionals, recruited in London or the Midlands. Their self-reported native English variety was mostly RP or Southern British English (\( n = 15 \) and 10 respectively; three participants reported their variety as Yorkshire English and two as Midlands English).

Participation in the study was voluntary and compensated. For underage participants, a signed consent form was obtained from a parent or guardian.

2.2 Materials

We used six English words and six matching Italian words (Table 1). The target sounds were the three voiceless plosives /p/, /t/, /k/. Within each word pair, the same target sound was spelled with one consonant letter (henceforth \(<C>\)) in one word, and with double consonant letters \(<\text{CC}>\) in the other one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target consonant spelling</th>
<th>Consonant spelling</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>&lt;C&gt;</td>
<td>[prə'pəuz]</td>
<td>propose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;CC&gt;</td>
<td>[prə'pəuz]</td>
<td>propose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>&lt;C&gt;</td>
<td>[tə'ækstə]</td>
<td>ataxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;CC&gt;</td>
<td>[tə'æktn]</td>
<td>attacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>&lt;C&gt;</td>
<td>[kə'juzt]</td>
<td>accuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;CC&gt;</td>
<td>[kə'kuzt]</td>
<td>accuse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Words were selected so that we could measure consonant lengthening and VOT on the same target segment. The target plosives always appeared in pre-stressed position, where long-lag VOT is expected in English (Docherty 1992), but never in word-initial position, where gemination is not allowed by the phonotactic restrictions of Italian (Bertinetto & Loporcaro 2005). Moreover, we controlled as many variables as possible in order to minimize potential confounds: vowels preceding and following the target sound were orthographically and phonetically the same within each word pair (e.g. orthographically *prosopse - opporse*, phonetically [prɔˈpɔz] - [ɔˈpɔz]); stress fell on the second syllable on all words. Finally, in order to match the orthographic form and phonological form of the English and Italian words as much as possible, five of the six words were cognates (the English word *ataxia* was matched with the non-cognate *atavico* because the Italian cognate *atassia* has a different stress pattern). We did not avoid cognate words since growing evidence suggests that orthography-induced gemination affects all words, with consonant lengthening only slightly longer for some English words with Italian cognates containing a geminate (Bassetti & al. under review, while Bassetti 2017 found no differences between cognates and non-cognates).

2.3 Task and procedure
Participants were tested individually as part of a wider protocol designed to study the effects of orthography on L2 production, perception and phonological awareness. Equipment and testing conditions are reported in Bassetti & al. (under review). Recordings were digitized and saved in .wav format at 44 kHz.

All participants performed a word reading aloud task in English. We followed the same elicitation procedure as in Study 1 in Bassetti (2017): participants received a printed list of sentences, with one word underlined within each sentence. This was done in order to present target words in a natural context and to help participants recognise them. Sentences were extracted from the British National Corpus Online Service. Participants produced each target word three times within the frame sentence ‘I say ___ and pause’. Bilinguals and learners then performed an Italian word reading aloud task. Italian words were used to measure closure and VOT in the participants’ native language, to be later compared with their L2 English realisations. Sentences were extracted from the COLFIS corpus (Bertinetto & al. 2005), and the frame sentence was ‘Dico ___ senza pausa’ (‘I say ___ without pauses’). The semantic content of the sentences was chosen in order to minimise the production of pauses after the target words. All participants performed the L2 task first, followed by the L1 task, in order to avoid a prime of the dominant language (Italian) on the L2 (English).

2.4 Analysis
For each target consonant we measured closure duration and VOT. Since closure duration is the main acoustic cue for distinguishing singleton and geminate plosives in Italian (Esposito & Di Benedetto 1999), we measured the duration of the hold phase, from the end of the formant structure of the preceding vowel, to (but not including) the onset of the release of the plosive. VOT was measured as the interval between the release of the plosive and the first noticeable periodic cycle. Measurements were performed in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016) manually by a trained phonetician (the first author). The realizations of 106 consonants (i.e. 3.9% of the data) had to be excluded from the analysis because of hesitations, deviant pronunciations in the case of L2 speakers (e.g. [ˈækjʌt] instead of [skjʌt] for *acute*), or because they had been unintentionally omitted by participants. In total, we measured closure duration and VOT for 2,594 consonants. Statistical analyses were performed using R 3.4.2 (R Core Team 2017). We built linear mixed-effects models with the lme 4.1 package (Bates & al. 2015) and used the multcomp 1.4.4 package (Hothorn & al. 2008) for post-hoc tests.

3. Results

3.1 Closure duration
We calculated closure duration ratio for each participant for each word pair, by dividing the closure duration of the target plosive in each <CC> word (e.g. [k] in ‘accuse’) by the
duration of the target plosive in its corresponding <C> word (e.g. [k] in ‘acute’). A ratio of one indicates no difference in duration between <CC> and <C> sounds, whereas a ratio of two indicates that the <CC> sound is realized twice as long as the <C> sound. Using ratios rather than raw durations helps to normalize with respect to speech rate across participants.

Table 2 shows mean closure duration ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Italian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learners</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>1.43 (0.40)</td>
<td>2.03 (0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilinguals</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>1.32 (0.43)</td>
<td>1.88 (0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native English</td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>1.02 (0.20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.1 Closure duration ratios in English

As Table 2 shows, the mean ratio of native English speakers is 1.02, as they produce <C> and <CC> sounds with comparable durations. On the other hand, the two L2 groups have mean ratios of 1.43 and 1.32 (learners and bilinguals respectively) when speaking English, showing that they produced <CC> sounds as longer than <C> sounds. Results were entered into a linear mixed-effects model with closure duration ratio in English as the dependent variable, group (learner, bilingual, native English) as a fixed effect, and word pair and participant as random effects: \(\text{ratio} \sim \text{group} + (1|\text{participant}) + (1|\text{wordPair})\). Model reduction and a likelihood ratio test showed an effect of group (\(\chi^2(2) = 41.947, p < 0.001\)). Pairwise post-hoc tests with Tukey correction revealed that ratios were smaller for native English speakers than for learners (\(z = -6.986, p < 0.001\)) and bilinguals (\(z = -5.107, p < 0.001\)), but ratios for bilinguals and learners did not differ significantly (\(z = 1.880, p = 0.144\)).

3.1.2 L2 speakers’ closure duration ratios in English and Italian

Figure 1 shows L2 speakers’ mean closure duration ratios in L1 Italian productions and in L2 English productions. To compare ratios in L2 English and L1 Italian, and to compare learners and bilinguals, we built a linear mixed-effects model with closure duration ratio as the dependent variable, group (learner, bilingual) and language (English, Italian) as fixed effects, and word pair and participant as random effects: \(\text{ratio} \sim \text{group} * \text{language} + (1|\text{language}|\text{participant}) + (1|\text{wordPair})\). Model reductions and likelihood ratio tests revealed a main effect of language (\(\chi^2(2) = 84.669, p < 0.001\)). There was no significant effect of group (\(\chi^2(2) = 4.955, p = 0.084\)) or interaction (\(\chi^2(1) = 0.268, p = 0.605\)). The absence of interaction shows that both bilinguals and learners have smaller ratios in L2 English than in L1 Italian, and the effect of language is comparable between the two groups. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons with Tukey correction revealed ratios in Italian were larger than in English for both bilinguals (\(z = 9.282, p < 0.001\)) and learners (\(z = 9.898, p < 0.001\)), and that there were no differences between the two groups in either Italian (\(z = -1.933, p = 0.208\)) or English (\(z = -1.755, p = 0.288\)).
3.2 VOT
Table 3 shows mean VOT durations in ms for the learner, bilingual and native English groups.

Table 3. Mean VOT durations for /p/, /t/, /k/ (in ms; SD in brackets) by group (learners, bilinguals, native English) and language (English, Italian).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>English</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Italian</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>overall</td>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>/t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learners</td>
<td>29 (12)</td>
<td>29 (16)</td>
<td>77 (16)</td>
<td>46 (27)</td>
<td>24 (11)</td>
<td>18 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilinguals</td>
<td>43 (20)</td>
<td>36 (22)</td>
<td>92 (21)</td>
<td>57 (32)</td>
<td>28 (9)</td>
<td>19 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ntv. Eng.</td>
<td>62 (15)</td>
<td>79 (21)</td>
<td>106 (24)</td>
<td>82 (27)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1 VOT in English
As Table 3 shows, the native English group produced the longest VOTs, the learner group produced the shortest ones, and the bilingual group produced intermediate ones. We analysed results using a linear mixed-effects model with VOT as the dependent variable, group (learner, bilingual, native English) as the fixed effect, and word and participant as random effects. We included random slopes for word as per the following formula: VOT ~ group + (1|participant) + (1|word). Model reduction and a likelihood ratio test showed an effect of group ($\chi^2$(2) = 69.807, $p < 0.001$). Pairwise comparisons with Tukey correction revealed that native English speakers produced longer VOTs than both bilinguals ($z = 6.771$, $p < 0.001$) and learners ($z = 9.952$, $p < 0.001$), and bilinguals produced longer VOTs than learners ($z = 3.183$, $p = 0.004$).

3.2.2 L2 speakers’ VOT in English and Italian
Figure 2 shows L2 speakers’ mean VOTs in L1 Italian productions and in L2 English productions. To compare VOTs in L2 English and L1 Italian, and to compare learners and bilinguals, we built a linear mixed-effects model with VOT as dependent variable, group (learner, bilingual) and language of testing (English, Italian) as fixed effects, and word pair and participant as random effects: VOT ~ group * language + (1|language*participant) + (1|word). Model reductions and likelihood ratio tests revealed effects of language ($\chi^2$(2) = 84.423, $p < 0.001$) and group ($\chi^2$(2) = 12.174, $p = 0.002$), and an interaction ($\chi^2$(1) = 6.954, $p = 0.008$). A post-hoc analysis with Tukey correction revealed that all pairwise differences across groups and languages were significant ($z = -2.519$, $p = 0.050$ for learners and bilinguals in Italian; $z = -3.514$, $p = 0.002$ for learners and bilinguals in English; $p < 0.001$ for all others). The interaction between group and language shows that both bilinguals and learners increase their VOT durations when speaking English compared with Italian, but the increase is much larger among bilinguals than among learners.
Caramazza of Italian immigrants in Canada shorter VOT values than native speakers. These results confirmed findings from L1 affected where consonants are of similar du between orthographic input (double letters) and L1 Italian (see also Bassetti letter different words confirming that Italian speakers of L2 English produce English double consonant duration more consistently when it was spelled with double letters than when it was spelled with a single letter, whereas spelling did not affect native speakers’ consonant duration, as found in previous studies on L2 speech where L1 has long VOT realizations in L2 English pronunciation. 

Figure 2. Mean VOT durations (in ms) by group (learners, bilinguals, native English) and language of testing (English, Italian). Error bars indicate 0.95 confidence intervals.

3.3 VOT and closure duration
Finally, we investigated the relationship between the extent to which participants adapted VOT values and closure duration ratios when producing English word pairs and Italian word pairs. In order to do so, for each participant we calculated a ΔVOT as the difference between their Italian and English VOT values, and a ΔClosureDurationRatio as the difference between their ratios in Italian and English. There was no correlation between ΔVOT and ΔClosureDurationRatio for either bilinguals (r = -0.06, p = 0.759) or learners (r = -0.16, p = 0.408).

4. Discussion
This study aimed at testing whether an orthography-induced pronunciation feature could be more resistant to naturalistic L2 exposure than an orthography-independent one. To this aim, we compared two effects of L1 Italian affecting the timing of L2 English consonants: the effect of consonant spelling (<C> vs <CC>) on closure duration, and the effect of L1 on VOT productions in the L2. We compared a group of instructed learners and a group of late bilinguals living in an English-speaking environment. We found both effects of L1 orthography on L2 gemination and effects of L1 VOT patterns on L2 VOT. Crucially, we found that bilinguals with stay abroad experience produced more native-like VOTs compared with instructed learners, but closure durations in L2 English did not differ across the two groups. Below we discuss first the effects of L1 orthography on closure duration, then the effects of L1 on VOT, and finally the comparison of the two.

L1 orthography affected L2 speakers’ consonant duration in English, in line with previous findings. Both learners and late bilinguals produced the same English consonant as longer when it was spelled with double letters than when it was spelled with a single letter, whereas spelling did not affect native speakers’ consonant duration, as found in previous studies (Bassetti 2017; Bassetti & al., under review). The learners’ mean closure duration ratio of 1.43 was smaller than the ratios found by Bassetti (2017) with similar participants (1.66 in a word reading task, and 1.70 in two word repetition tasks), but both the learners’ and the bilinguals’ ratios were similar to the 1.38-1.39 ratios reported by Bassetti and colleagues (under review). While differences across studies may be due to factors such as different selection of words or individual variations among participants, there is now a consistent body of evidence from different types of L2 speakers, different tasks and different words confirming that Italian speakers of L2 English produce English double-letter sounds as long consonants. Closure duration ratios were smaller in L2 English than in L1 Italian (see also Bassetti & al., under review). This may be due to the interference between orthographic input (double letters) and spoken input (native speakers’ productions where consonants are of similar duration in words spelled with single or double letters).

L1 affected VOT realizations in L2 English, as both learners and bilinguals produced shorter VOT values than native speakers. These results confirmed findings from adult Italian immigrants in Canada reported by Flege and colleagues (1995), as well as findings of other studies on L2 speech where L1 has long-lag VOT and L2 has short-lag VOT (e.g., Caramazza & al. 1973 for L1 French speakers of L2 English; Flege 1991 for L1 Spanish...
speakers of L2 English). Crucially, we found that bilinguals produced longer VOTs in L2 English than learners, suggesting that exposure to the L2 results in a larger VOT adaptation. Additionally, bilinguals produced longer VOT values than learners also in L1 Italian, although the difference between groups is smaller than in L2 English: such differences in L1 VOT values may depend on different dialectal backgrounds (Loporcaro 2009) between the two groups (Roman variety for learners, various Central and Southern varieties for bilinguals), or may reflect a shift of L1 VOTs in the bilingual group as a result of naturalistic L2 exposure (as demonstrated by Major 1992; Sancier & Fowler 1997).

The main finding of this study is that, although bilinguals adapted VOTs and produced longer VOTs than learners with no naturalistic L2 exposure, they were affected by orthography as much as learners: both groups produced comparable closure durations for consonants spelled with double letters. The analysis of consonantal lengthening in L2 English vs L1 Italian revealed no interaction between groups and languages: both learners and bilinguals decreased the magnitude of <CC> lengthening when speaking L2 English compared with L1 Italian. Despite overall smaller closure duration ratios for bilinguals than for learners in both L1 Italian and L2 English (perhaps attributable to age and/or dialectal differences across groups), the two groups behaved similarly in both languages. In contrast, the interaction of language and group was significant for VOT: both groups produced longer VOTs in L2 English than L1 Italian, but bilinguals adapted their VOT by a larger extent than learners. Again, there were small differences in VOT between the two groups which may be attributed to age or dialectal differences; yet, the interaction of group and language is evidence of a larger VOT adaptation in L2 English by bilinguals than learners.

We can conclude that orthographic effects on L2 pronunciation can not only withstand L2 exposure, but can even be more resistant to naturalistic L2 exposure than the effects of L1 phonetics and phonology. We argue that this happens because orthography-induced phenomena are reinforced by continuous exposure to written input and are therefore more likely to resist the influence of contrasting oral input, compared to phenomena that are rooted in L1 phonetic and phonological patterns. L2 speakers with naturalistic exposure to the L2 are exposed both to oral and written input. However, when there is no conflict between the two types of input (as in the case of long-lag VOT) continuous exposure to the oral form may be beneficial and result in more native-like productions, as shown by many studies (see 1.3). By contrast, when written and oral input are incongruent (from the point of view of the L2 speaker, as in the case of consonantal length), the beneficial effects of exposure to L2 oral input may be reduced. This would explain our finding that L1 Italian late bilinguals adapt VOT more than they adapt gemination.

Future studies may investigate a larger number of target words, speakers with different language combinations, and other correlates of foreign accent, such as vowel formants. In particular, it may be worth exploring spontaneous and semi-spontaneous speech in learner corpora, which have already been used to investigate acoustic correlates of foreign accent (see Díaz-Negrillo, Ballier & Thompson 2013). Finally, it may be interesting to compare orthographic effects vs effects of L1 phonology on the intelligibility of L2 pronunciation. In the case of the present study, consonant lengthening may affect intelligibility less than non-native like VOT, because native speakers of languages without gemination are less sensitive to consonantal duration than speakers of languages with phonological gemination (Hallé & Ridouane 2011), whereas non-native-like VOT may lead to incorrect categorizations (for instance, short-lag /t/ can be confused with /d/).
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